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Reading Time
Unit 1 

Let’s Learn about English 



A.

Look at the ‘word bank’ and
‘more information’ on p.15.
Complete the chart with correct
words from the word bank.



Word Definition

predict to say what will happen in the future

estimate to guess or to calculate the cost, size, value etc. of something

reflect to show, to express, or be a sign of something

native living in a particular country, area, or city since birth

pause
a short time when someone stops doing something before
starting again

pilot someone who flies an aircraft

rhyme
words that rhyme have the same last sound, such as apple,
people, pineapple, etc.

colony a country that is controlled by another country

partly not completely

crutch
something that provides support and help that you depend
on



B.

Listen and choose the correct
answer. (Q1~5 from p. 2, Q6~10
from p. 3)



1. a How many native speakers does English have? 
a. 319 million.   b. 399 million.   c. 339 million.

2. a How many countries use English as their 
official language? 
a. More than 50.   b. More than 15.   c. More 

than 55.
3. b How many official languages does the United 

States have? 
a. 1.   b. 0.   C. Not mentioned.

4. b What language do all pilots use in the sky? 
a. Mandarin Chinese.   b. English.   c. Not 

mentioned. 
5. b What language is English closely related to?

a. French   b. German   c. Not mentioned.



6. c How many ways can the long “e” sound be 
spelled? 
a. 1.    b. 9.   c. 8. 

7. a How many ways can the letters “ough” be 
pronounced? 
a. Nine.   b. Eight.   c. Not mentioned.

8. b What is the letter that more words in English 
begin with?
a. M.    b. S.    c. W. 

9. c What is the most common letter in English?
a. A.    b. O.    c. E.

10. c What is the word that doesn’t rhyme with 
anything?
a. Apple.   b. Grape.   c. Orange.



C. 

Comprehension questions
(Q1~5 from p. 2, Q6~10
from p. 3)



1. What are the purposes that more than 50 countries use 
English? 
English is used as their (1) official language and use if for (2) 
higher education.

2. What is the official language used on international flights?
English.

3. Why does English use many words from French?
It is because a French-speaking ruler conquered English in the 
11th century.

4. Why does English include words from many other languages?
This is because people in British colonies spoke many 
languages. 

5. Why does English have more vocabulary words than other 
languages? 
Words from many of those languages were added to English. 
Other words are added even today.



6. Why is it hard to predict English spellings? 
This is partly because English includes words from so many 
languages. Spellings of English words often refelct their 
origins.

7. What are the words which don’t rhyme with anything in 
English?
Month, orange, silver, purple. 

8. Why do people use “crutch words” (e.g. just, like, basically) 
when they speak?
Some English speakers use words only to fill pauses when 
they talk. 

9. What are some common example of “crutch words”?
Like, just, basically.

10. Why is it best to avoid using “crutch words” when we talk?
People who use too many crutch words sound like they 
aren’t sure what they’re trying to say.



D.

Some other interesting facts 
about English



1.‘ I am. ’ Is the shortest complete sentence in the English

language.

2.The longest English word that can be spelled without

repeating any letters is ‘uncopyrightable ’.

3.‘The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. ’. This

type of sentence is called a ‘pangram’ because it uses

every letter in the English language.

4.The longest word in English has 45 letters:

‘pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanokoniosis’! (超

微粒矽酸鹽塵埃沉著) It is a type of lung disease caused

by inhaling ash and sand dust.



5. The word “alphabet" comes from the first two

letters of the Greek alphabet: alpha, bēta.

6. Approximately one new word is added to the

English language every two hours and around

4000 new words are added to the English

dictionary every year.

7. Only two English words in current use end in

"-gry". They are " angry" and “hungry".



Another interesting fact about 
English

Q: Why is the English computer 
keyboard set out in the way it is 
instead of in alphabetical order?



The reason for this is on early 
typewriters, the keys needed to be 
arranged in a certain way so that the 
mechanical rods which held the letters 
did not clash too much and jam. The 
letters needed to be separated so that 
the ones which were most commonly 
used were not next to each other.



THE END


